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“EXCLUSIVE:HERE’S WHAT INDUSTRY’S / ACADEMICS
BEST MINDS SAY ABOUT JRIM”

The dawn is breaking gradually on horizon of Indian modern management thought and it is indeed
momentous to envisage the contribution of JRIM as a crusader of the movement. As the 3rd issue is
making its manifestation, the journal shall unquestionably craft its niche amongst the qualitative and sought
after sections of a library. It is heartening to see that as a young journal JIRM is indulged in high distinction
management research that is indigenous in its instigations and directions.

Few would agree to my understanding of current state of management research which inopportunely
abysmal. Abhoy Ojha, Professor, (OB& HRM), IIM Bangalore, typifies Indian management research in
three streams - practice-oriented, positivist, and nostalgic - and advocates assimilating the best elements
of the three in evolving Indian management research. Indian scholarship has fallen between the tools of
local bearing and international publication. Indian management research must deliver inventive knowledge
and approaches and binding indigenous theories to guide, practice and create a vibrant Indian research
community without imitating the western world.

In a scenario where Indian management scholars and researchers are in a goose race of make and
break publications, JRIM essentially is a torch bearer of right cause. Few publications from the last issue
on Export credit insurance, Effectiveness of IFRS, Inclusive growth dimensions, green HR initiatives and
e-market analytics made an effective reading.

Wishing that the current folios of the journal shall move beyond the periphery of previous publications
in all best possible ways. I extol upon the Executive board, Publisher, Editor in chief and co-editors for
the gallant exertion and contribution to enrich the management research.

Wishing the journal a continuity of its mission and accomplishing its vision for years to come.
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